Prolonged renal sympathoinhibition following sustained elevation in arterial pressure.
We tested the hypothesis that sustained elevations in mean arterial pressure (MAP) would produce an abbreviated suppression of renal sympathetic nerve activity (RSNA) in spontaneously hypertensive (SH) compared with Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) normotensive rats. For this purpose, we recorded RSNA during and after a 30-min elevation in MAP. Elevations in MAP (35-40 mmHg) induced by phenylephrine resulted in a suppression of RSNA in SH and WKY rats that persisted after MAP had returned to control levels. The prolonged suppression of RSNA was eliminated following sinoaortic denervation, indicating that this response was dependent on afferent baroreceptor mechanisms. The simultaneous recording of RSNA and aortic depressor nerve (ADN) activity provided additional evidence that baroreceptor afferents contribute to this prolonged suppression of RSNA in SH rats. Despite the return of MAP to control levels following the sustained pressure elevation in SH rats, there was a paradoxical increase in ADN activity (39 +/- 14%) compared with control values. In contrast, both ADN activity and MAP returned to control levels in WKY rats following the sustained pressure elevation. The sustained increase of ADN activity in SH rats did not account for the entire magnitude of the prolonged recovery of RSNA. In summary, both SH and WKY rats exhibit prolonged suppression of RSNA, whereas ADN activity is paradoxically elevated in only SH rats following a sustained elevation in MAP.